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THERE’S
NOTHING LIKE
FISHING IN
AUSTRALIA
Copyright Ocean Alliance, Kimberley, Western Australia

Aussie Fly Fisher, Bathurst, New South Wales

The diversity of Australia’s fishing
experiences is as vast as the country itself
Any way you look at it, Australia is an
angler’s paradise.
A big, bold and colourful island with a sparse
population, Australia’s warm and clean
coastline stretches nearly 60,000 kilometres
(37,282 miles). Boasting nearly 4,000 marine
species, of which many are only found in
Australia’s waters, the richness and diversity
of Australia’s fish life is world-class.
Abundance and variety are the core
characteristics of Australian fishing. Casting
a line here can be a giant lucky dip, with
some tropical destinations known to yield
well in excess of 50 species per angler each
week. With vast and spacious landscapes,
Australia also has an enormous range of
climates and habitats for anglers to choose
from.
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Australia’s catalogue of fishing riches
includes glittering prizes such as the chromesilver barramundi, massive Murray cod, the
world’s greatest seasonal concentration
of black marlin, record-breaking trevally,

Quest Angling Adventures, Whitsunday’s Queensland.

Of course, there’s so much more to building
lasting fishing memories than simply casting
a line. With a multitude of fishing daytrip opportunities from the major cities,
travellers can also take in the cosmopolitan
pleasures of Australia’s vibrant cities
alongside their bent rods and screaming
reels.
With plenty to see between casts, the
beauty of fishing in Australia lies in its
friendly characters, the diversity of natural
attractions, unique wildlife, vast open
spaces and clean waters. For those looking
to wet a line and fill their bucket-list,
there’s no place quite like Australia.
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succulent snapper, lip-smacking whiting and
some of the finest trout fishing to be found
anywhere south of the equator.
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Hervey Bay Fly & Sportfishing, Hervey Bay, Queensland

About Great Fishing
Adventures of Australia
Great Fishing Adventures of Australia is the
catch of Australia’s best fishing operators
who share Australia’s world-class fishing
destinations with fishing enthusiasts. With
60,000 km of coastline and nearly 4,000
marine species, anglers are spoilt for choice
across both fresh and saltwater environments
with an enormous amount of climates and
habitats to choose from.
No matter what the season, Australia offers
international enthusiasts the opportunity to
indulge in their passion and experience some of
the very best fishing, amongst some of the most
naturally spectacular and diverse environments
the world has to offer.

Great Fishing Adventures of Australia endorses
sustainable fishing practices.

For further information on Great Fishing
Adventures of Australia contact:
Dean Cooper
Tourism Australia
+61 (0) 412 712 085
dcooper@tourism.australia.com
www.australia.com/fishing
www.images.australia.com

As well as providing overviews of each fishing
operator, Great Fishing Adventures of Australia
has suggested itineraries for fishing holidays,
plus tips on different fishing types, from
saltwater and freshwater fishing to deep sea
and fly-fishing adventures.
Tourism Australia provides this publication as information only and is correct at the time of printing. Please contact your
preferred travel expert for bookings. Please note that the persons, vehicles, establishments, places, attractions and other features
depicted or described may not be part of your actual tour depending on availability and circumstances. Printed January 2019.
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Aussie Fly Fisher, Snowy
Mountains, NSW.
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Groote Eylandt Sports Fishing, Groote Eylandt, Northern Territory

SYDNEY HARBOUR

ONE OF THE WORLD’S
GREATEST URBAN FISHERIES
Sydney is widely acknowledged as one
of the most vibrant, cosmopolitan and
exciting cities on earth, with travellers
drawn to its must-see harbour side
attractions. But few visitors are aware
of what’s going on beneath the surface
of Sydney’s sparkling Harbour.
Clever resource management and
consistently improving water quality
has led to a new golden era for
recreational fishers on this famous
Harbour, with many experienced locals
reporting their best catches in living
memory with results getting better
every season.
Resident fish in Sydney’s Harbour
include healthy numbers of bream,
luderick (blackfish), flathead and
mulloway (jewfish), however it’s the
migratory pelagic species that create
the greatest excitement amongst
keen sport fishers. Yellowtail kingfish,
bonito, tailor (bluefish), various small
tuna and the feisty Australian salmon
all swarm into the Harbour every
spring. Attracted and sustained by
dense shoals of anchovies and other
bait fish, many species will stay here
throughout the year – making it
perfect for anglers who enjoy casting
lures or flies.

Passionate angler and expert guide
Justin Duggan of Sydney Fly Fishing is
committed to sharing the piscatorial
bounty of Sydney Harbour and the
nearby Pittwater and Broken Bay.
Running a superbly appointed 5.5
metre (18 foot) centre console sport
fisher with state-of-the-art electronics
and endless features to boot, Justin
connects visiting fly and lure fishers
to some of the most spectacular sport
fishing action on offer in the shadow
of Australia’s largest city.
With kingfish, salmon and bonito all
within casting distance of the Opera
House or Harbour Bridge, fishing
in Sydney is an experience unlike
any other.
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Sydney Fly Fishing Tours, Sydney
Harbour, New South Wales

On the menu
Australian Salmon
When is a salmon not a salmon? When it’s an
Australian salmon! These fish aren’t members
of the true salmon family at all, instead are
more closely related to the striped bass of
North America or the European sea bass. In
Sydney Harbour, schools of salmon often turn
football-field sized areas into foaming washing
machines with their frenzied surface feeding.
They respond avidly to flies and lures and once
hooked, their powerful runs and gill-rattling
aerobatics instantly endear them to all light
tackle anglers. Commonly weighing between
1-3 kilograms (2-6 pounds) these magnificent
fish are nowadays genuine year-round targets
on the Harbour.

Yellowtail Kingfish
Yellowtail kingfish are the obvious
monarchs of Sydney Harbour’s abundant
fish population. Often exceeding a metre
(40 inches) in length and weighing over
10 kilograms (20 pounds), kingfish twice
that size can be found lurking in this busy
waterway. With only a few more powerful
fish in the world’s seas it’s hardly surprising
that many “kingies” win their freedom once
hooked, leaving anglers with shaking hands
and another “one that got away” story.
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Sydney Fly Fishing Tours, Sydney Harbour,
New South Wales

Kimberley Coastal Camp, Kimberley, Western Australia

THE KIMBERLEY

A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT
The Kimberley is a vast, sparsely
populated area of north-western
Australia that contains some of the
oldest exposed landforms anywhere on
earth. Formed nearly two billion years
ago, this remote corner of the globe is
home to extremely significant fossil
records tracking the evolution of life
and its eventual transition from the
primordial sea onto dry land.
Very few travellers have ever visited
the more remote parts of the
Kimberley, with access restricted to
boats, helicopters and floatplanes. Yet
in the very heart of this vast region,
on the pristine shores of the Admiralty
Gulf, lies one of the most surprising
fishing destinations on
the planet.
12

Kimberley Coastal Camp is an awardwinning operation consisting of a
small number of luxurious beachfront
bungalows scattered around a central
dining and entertainment area that’s
renowned for the high calibre of
its meals and exceptional level of
service. From the moment you step

The exceptional sport fishing draws
most visitors here, but guests often
discover that there’s so much more
than mind-blowing angling action. In
between memorable fishing sessions,
choose to immerse in the rich cultural
and ecological character of the area,
or simply relax by the pool with a cold
drink in hand.

Barramundi
The legendary barramundi or “barra” is the drawcard
that attracts most anglers, however they are just
one of literally dozens of species on offer here. Other
prizes include mangrove jack, trevally, queenfish,
tuna, coral trout, golden snapper, black jewfish,
threadfin salmon and far too many others to list.
Mud Crabs
Too tired to fish? Spend some time plucking
succulent mud crabs from the mangrove lined creeks
and have chef prepare them for the evening meal.
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Kimberley Coastal Camp, Kimberley, Western Australia
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onto their white sandy doorstep, you’ll
feel completely off-the-grid in this
exclusive accommodation which only
caters to a maximum of just 16 guests
at any one time.

On the menu

THE GREAT BARRIER REEF
THE WORLD’S LARGEST
CORAL REEF SYSTEM

The greatest living ecosystem on earth,
the Great Barrier Reef spans more than
2,300 kilometres (1,400 miles) and
consists of thousands of individual
reefs, atolls, cays and islands, making it
one of the greatest natural wonders of
the world.
Boasting some of the richest and most
diverse saltwater sport fishing, the Reef
is a genuine angler’s paradise. A small
sample of species include giant black
marlin, sailfish, mahi mahi, wahoo,
mackerel, giant trevally, dogtooth tuna
and delicious reef dwellers such as the
red emperor, coral trout, sweetlip and
golden snapper.

Whether you are looking to troll for big
game, cast or jig for speedy sportsters,
bait fish, or even throw a fly, Far North
Sports Fishing offer a fleet of modern,
fully-equipped and expertly-crewed
vessels for charter. Choose from the
luxurious 21 metre (70 foot) liveaboard
mothership “Blue Martini”, the
custom-built 12 metre (40 foot) game
boat “Black Magic”, or a trio of fast,
seaworthy six metre (20 foot) centre
console sport fishing skiffs which can
be crewed for day trips or expeditions.
Regardless of what wish-list species
you’re chasing, a visit to Australia’s
Great Barrier Reef should be on every
angler’s bucket list.

Far North Sports Fishing, Great Barrier Reef, Queensland

On the menu
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Grander Black Marlin
Looking to lock horns with a 450 kilogram
(1,000 pounds) “grander” black marlin? Plan
a trip for October or November and book an
exclusive blue water adventure on the outer
Reef with Far North Sport Fishing. Don’t forget
to throw in some snorkelling, SCUBA diving, sea
kayaking and reef exploration.

15

Billfish and more
Far North Sport Fishing’s live-aboard “northern
exposure” trip takes you to the outer edge of the
Reef targeting everything from billfish to giant
trevally, mackerel, wahoo, tuna and reef fish. You
can do it all!

+

Far North Sports Fishing, Great Barrier Reef, Queensland
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Barramundi
Far North Sport Fishing’s remote “Barra”
expeditions depart from Cairns for a twohour, low altitude scenic helicopter flight up
along the Great Barrier Reef before landing at
Princess Charlotte Bay. Explore the wild rivers
and inshore waters of Cape York while catching
barramundi and a host of other species.

On the menu
HeliFish
HeliFish operates fishing trips, scenic tours and customised charters using a fleet
of modern, well-maintained helicopters based in Darwin. The most popular fishing
excursions are full day trips, consisting of six hours of fishing and two hours of
flight time. Visit up to five different locations selected from a pool of remote sites
that are rotated and rested on a regular basis to ensure the maximum chance of
fishing success. Target barramundi, threadfin and blue salmon, mangrove jack,
queenfish and brassy trevally.
Fly over spectacular Top End scenery consisting of vast wetlands teeming with
waterfowl, dramatic red cliffs and rugged escarpment country. Take in miles of
pristine, uninhabited coastline where crocodiles, wild boar, water buffalo and other
wildlife, including many varieties of birds can be spotted.

HeliFish, Darwin, Northern Territory

Arrange a brief touchdown beside a colourful outback pub and sample an icy
beverage or two, or continue fishing while your guide prepares lunch on the bank
of a creek or waterhole.

DARWIN

BARRAMUNDI, BUFFALO AND BEER
People might argue about the
plausibility of time travel, but some
lucky anglers have experienced it. When
you climb into a helicopter at HeliFish’s
Darwin flight base in the Northern
Territory, you will be transported to
a world where nothing has changed
in thousands of years. A secret realm
where nature still operates as it did in
an age before the arrival of European
settlers.
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Visiting anglers can get a glimpse into
the wild spirit of the outback hunting
for the powerful metre long (40 inch)
barramundi. With massive chrome
scales, a bucket sized mouth and a
bright yellow tail, this demon fish is
known to rip the line of a reel before
throwing its bulk completely clear of the
water in a series of twisting leaps that
scatter spray in all directions.
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Win or lose, anglers never forget the
spectacularly violent encounter with
this creature that evolved in the age of
the dinosaur.
HeliFish, Darwin,
Northern Territory
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Here the cycles of life and death are
measured not by clocks or calendars,
but by the endless ebb and flow of the
tides and the passage of alternating
seasons. Emerald green water floods
into a mangrove-lined creek mouth,
shimmering with schools of Popeye
mullet while foamy detonations

mark the sudden, murderous assault
of barramundi, mangrove jacks and
threadfin salmon ambushing the
hapless bait fish from below.

EYRE PENINSULA

AUSTRALIA’S SEAFOOD CAPITAL
South Australia’s surprising Eyre
Peninsula is a sizeable wedge of land
thrusting directly into the empty
Southern Ocean. There’s very little
between its tip and distant Antarctica,
apart from wandering albatross,
whales and vast expanses of cool,
clean saltwater. Roughly the size of
the US state of Oklahoma and bigger
than Greece, the Eyre Peninsula has a
population of less than 60,000 people
with most living in small to middling
towns and villages.

Australian Coastal Safaris, based in
the beautiful fishing town of Port
Lincoln, specialises in sharing the
Eyre experience with visitors from
around the world. Sip on salty Coffin
Bay oysters straight from the shell,
washed down with award-winning South
Australian wine. Walk secluded beaches,
rod in hand, searching for hard-fighting
Australian salmon. Or head offshore on a
fishing charter and chase bluefin tuna,
pink snapper or strikingly beautiful
blue morwong.

Here there is a sizeable bounty on offer;
Australian salmon, King George whiting,
yellowtail kingfish, pink snapper, bight
redfish or nannygai, blue morwong,
sharks and squid typically dominate
catches, while further offshore find
fat bluefin tuna with bodies like beer
barrels surfing through the waves. These
seafood smorgasbord seas also produce
an abundant harvest of plump oysters,
delectable abalone, cockles and crayfish.

Oysters, Coffin Bay,
South Australia

On the menu
Australian Coastal Safaris
Australian Coastal Safaris hunt and gather two-day
experience allows guest to catch their own fresh
seafood in the local ‘hot spots’ for an unforgettable
shore lunch. Collect and harvest your own abalone and
cockles, cast a line into
the surf in search for salmon and four-wheel
drive through isolated sand dunes to an exclusive
wine tasting.
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Port Lincoln, Eyre Peninsula,
South Australia

Australian Coastal Safaris can also organise a range of
off and on land experiences including cage diving with
great white sharks, bird watching, SCUBA diving, bush
treks or on an aerial safari to the deserts of inland
South Australia.
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Port Lincoln, Eyre Peninsula,
South Australia

NINGALOO REEF

300 KILOMETRES OF UNSPOILED
FRINGING CORAL REEF
At more than 300 kilometres (190
miles) in length, Western Australia’s
Ningaloo Reef is one of the longest
fringing coral reefs on the planet.
Arguably the best place in the world
to swim with the gentle polka-dotted
whale sharks, Ningaloo is also one of
Australia’s most accessible reefs with its
coral hugging the coastline, making it
perfect for first time snorkellers.
With a string of high calibre target
species on offer. Brett Wolf of
Ningaloo Fly Fishing relocated from
Tasmania to Exmouth to help guide
visiting fly fishers to their highly-prized
tropical targets.
Now boasting Australia’s only reliable
fishery for big bonefish in relatively
shallow clear water, Ningaloo Fly
Fishing guests also regularly hunt for
golden trevally, queenfish, giant trevally,

cobia, longtail tuna, tripletail, giant
herring (ladyfish), milkfish, barramundi,
spangled emperor, narrow-barred
mackerel and more. Further offshore,
sailfish, marlin and wahoo await the
more adventurous fly fisher.
Ningaloo Fly Fishing also offers the best
chance in Australia (if not the world)
for a keen fly fisher to add one or even
both species of Indo-Pacific permit,
the Trachinotus blochii and T. anak, to
their personal tally. These fish are as
challenging to catch here as anywhere
else, but Ningaloo Fly Fishing has
developed some tricks that will help
swing the odds in any angler’s favour.

Ningaloo Fly Fishing, Exmouth, Western Australia

Looking for deep sea fishing
adventures? Mahi Mahi Fishing Charters
located in Coral Bay provide excellent
game and reef fishing experiences.

On the menu
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Because of the unique geography of North West Cape, Ningaloo Reef and Exmouth
Gulf, there is almost always somewhere here with flat, clear water for fly fishing,
regardless of the prevailing wind direction. Better still, the climate is delightfully
pleasant all year round and heavy cloud cover is unusual. In other words, it’s a
saltwater fly fisher’s dream destination!
Ningaloo Fly Fishing, Exmouth, Western Australia
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Bonefish
Brett Wolf and Ningaloo Fly Fishing made angling history by establishing the first
reliable sight fishery for bonefish anywhere in Australia. Ningaloo’s bones tend to
cruise in slightly deeper water than bonefish in some other parts of the world, but
because of the exceptional water clarity here, it’s still a sight-fishery. Double figure
fish are common and exceptional specimens to almost 7 kilograms (14 pounds) are
occasionally encountered.

PORT PHILLIP BAY

A CLASSIC EXPERIENCE
Melbourne’s Port Phillip Bay, a massive
body of tidal saltwater with a surface
area almost three times that of New
York city, is home to plenty of fish and
a haven for keen anglers. Pink snapper,
King George whiting, flathead, gummy
sharks, Australian salmon, silver trevally,
snook and even yellowtail kingfish all
swim here in healthy numbers. However,
given the sheer size of Port Phillip Bay
means local guidance is the best way to
help track down a prized catch.
That’s where Bay Fish N Trips, a
family-owned charter business with a
beautifully appointed vessel, come in.

Based on the Mornington Peninsula, Bay
Fish N Trips docks just over an hour’s
drive from Melbourne’s lively central
business district.
Running a stunning wooden vessel
handcrafted during World War 2 for
the Australian army, the MV Plover now
serves as a fishing charter with state of
the art fish-finding electronics and an
arsenal of cutting-edge fishing tackle.
Join a mixed charter group or book out
the whole vessel, with typical charters
running for four or five hours.

St Kilda Pier, St Kilda, Victoria

On the menu
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Whether you plan to stay in the big smoke or stay a little closer to the fishing
action, Stuart and Sandra from Bay Fish N Trips will help you find accommodation
to suit your budget and needs.

Bay Fish N Trips, Port Phillip Bay, Victoria
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Bay Fish N Trips
Offering a level of comfort and service that’s second to none, Bay Fish N Trips
provides a full range of quality fishing tackle and carries the best bait available.
A delightful BBQ lunch featuring healthy, gourmet ingredients is provided on all
full-length charters, along with a range of snacks and non-alcoholic beverages.
The helpful crew will also happily bag and ice any catches to take with you.
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IF THAT DIDN’T
WHET YOUR
APPETITE,
CAST THE NET A
LITTLE WIDER...

HELICOPTER SAFARI IN THE KIMBERLEY
FISH THE REMOTE COBOURG PENINSULA
CAMP OUT IN THE WILDERNESS OF TASMANIA
FISH THE OUTER EDGES OF THE GREAT BARRER REEF
FIGHT THE MIGHTY MURRAY COD IN NEW SOUTH WALES
HOP TO THE MACKEREL ISLANDS
GO DEEP SEA FISHING IN THE WHITSUNDAYS
CATCH A BLUE BASTARD IN OUR FAR NORTH
LEARN TO FLY FISH ON THE SUNSHINE COAST
MIGHTY MACKEREL OFF FRASER ISLAND
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HOOKED ON GROOTE
THE SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF ARNHEM LAND
STALK THE PUREST STRAIN OF BROWN TROUT IN THE WORLD
CROCS, COWS AND BARRA ON THE MIGHTY ORD RIVER
Friday Island, Torres Strait Islands, Queensland
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Northern Territory
Every angler should experience the thrill of hooking Australia’s most iconic fish,
the barramundi. Hire a boat, take a fully guided fishing safari or just throw in a
line from a wharf or jetty; there’s an option for everyone.

LEGEND

Flat Top Banks

Western Australia

Top fishing spots

Cobourg Peninsula

Home to some of the world’s best deep
sea and beach fishing with world-class
challenges and rewards to lure many keen
novice and professional anglers to the
state’s rivers and 12,500 kilometres
(7,767 miles) of coastline.

2

Key fishing areas

3

Major airports
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Wetlands

Arnhem Land

Tropical North Queensland

6

8

Marine parks

Gulf of Carpentaria

Experiences

26
Lake Kununurra

7

Queensland

5 16 17

Ord River

22 Townsville
Whitsundays 23 Hamilton Island

Experience almost any type of fishing in some
of Australia’s best-known tropical settings. Try
surf fishing on Fraser Island, land a one thousand
pound marlin in Tropical North Queensland or go
deep sea fishing on a charter from Brisbane.
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Mackay

9 18

Southern Great Barrier Reef

Coral Bay

21 Exmouth

20 13
25

Coral Coast

Sunshine Coast

Tweed Heads

Port Stephens

Yorke Peninsula

Eyre Peninsula

Esperance

1

Lake Illawarra
Jervis Bay

Kangaroo Island
Limestone coast

15

Phillip Island

Victoria

Flinders Island

Freshwater streams, lakes and reservoirs provide
good catches from the shore or boat whilst
the bays and beaches offer opportunities to
hook into everything from snapper to squid.

South
10 Esk River

4
11
Huon River

Tasman Peninsula

Discover Great fishing adventures
MULTI DAY EXPERIENCES
1

Australian Coastal Safaris

2

 Cobourg Fishing Safaris

3

 Dhipirri Barra & Sportfishing Lodge

4

Driftwater Fly Fishing
Far North Sports Fishing

CHARTER OPERATORS
12

 Elizabeth

E II Cruising and Fishing

13

 Kekoa Sports Fishing

DAY TRIP OPERATORS
14

Aussie Fly Fisher

6

 Groote Eylandt Sports Fishing

15

Bay Fish N Trips

7

 HeliSpirit

16

Cairns Reef Fishing

5

8

Kimberley Coastal Camp

17

9

Mackerel Islands

18

10

RiverFly 1864

19

 Helifish

11

Thousand Lakes Lodge

20

 Hervey Bay Fly and Sport Fishing

21

 Mahi Mahi Fishing Charters

22
23
24

 East Coast Angling
Fly Fishing Frontiers

Northern Conquest Charters
 Renegade Fishing Charters
Sydney Flyfishing Tours

25

 Tie ‘n’ Fly Outfitters

26

 Ultimate Adventures
Barramundi Fishing

Australian Capital Territory
Lake Burley Griffin, located in the heart
of the nation’s capital, Canberra, offers
opportunities for fishing in an urban setting.

Mornington Peninsula

Cast a line from a jetty or a riverbank, then
take a boat out or join a charter to game fishing
territory to experience all that the state’s
offshore coastal and river fishing has to offer.

Teeming with unexpected marine life, New
South Wales offers substantial recreational
fishing experiences, with the largest
network of lakes in the country, along with
rivers and estuaries. Try catch an 80kg (176
pound) tuna from the Sydney Harbour..

24 14

Murray River

South Australia

New South Wales

Tasmania
Tasmania’s pure and remote waterways make it one of the world’s
last great fisheries with easily accessible fishing experiences found
within close proximity of cities such as Hobart and Launceston.

+
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FISHING FOR WELLNESS
Fishing attracts a diverse range of people, but
some things they all have in common is a love of
the great outdoors, an affinity with nature, and a
mindful connection to the special places that fishing
takes them.
FISHING AS EXERCISE
Fishing can boost fitness levels
and address mental health
issues as follows:
Fishing burns calories:
Recreational fishing is a
serious workout – from casting
and winding, to walking,
wading, crouching, stretching
and countering the rocking of a
boat on the open sea. All forms
of fishing uses a variety of
muscle groups that can improve
core strength and balance.

28

Aids treatment of depression
and anxiety: Mental health
initiatives such as Australia’s
Fly Program now actively
employ fishing as a tool in
the treatment of depression,
anxiety and post-traumatic
stress.

Reconnects people with
nature: Fishing gets people out
into the great outdoors and
breathing fresh air. It helps
reconnect humans with nature,
themselves and each other.

Helps speed recovery: Fly
fishing is being used as a
therapy to speed the recovery
of breast cancer survivors
through programs such as
Casting for Recovery.

Promotes mindfulness: Skills
and activities such as learning
a new knot, tying a fly,
studying the habits of prey
or even thinking about going
fishing means neural pathways
are constantly created and
restored, strengthening both
mind and body.

Provides support in a safe
environment: Participants
in fishing-based programs,
including children, adolescents,
minority groups and those with
specials needs, can share their
experiences with a supportive
group of peers in a safe,
nurturing environment.

The immense physical,
mental and spiritual
benefits of recreational
fishing cannot be
underestimated.

29
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FISHING AS THERAPY
Health professionals have
embraced the role of
recreational fishing in helping
physical recovery and mental
wellbeing as shown below:

Aussie Fly Fisher, Snowy Mountains, NSW

FISHING FOR THE FUTURE
In decades past, an angler’s prowess was measured by their
ability to catch the most amount of fish in the shortest
time. It was also believed that our seas and rivers held a
never-ending supply of fresh seafood. However, as fish
stocks declined, attitudes changed and recreational fishing
in Australia underwent a significant transformation.
Most anglers today take great
pride in being guardians and
stewards of fish and their aquatic
environments. Sustainability
is a key concept of fisheries
management, and fishing for the
future has been achieved through
the following:
Catch and Release: This concept
of voluntarily releasing edible,
legal-sized fish was slow to take
off when introduced in the 1950s.
However, as the environmental
movement grew, people became
more aware of the need to modify
human behaviour in order to
protect the planet.

30

Citizen Science: Many recreational
anglers recognise the importance of
maximising the survival prospects
of any fish returned to the water,
and want to take part in valuable
research projects. Successful

Members of Great Fishing
Adventures of Australia and other
Australian tourism partners
operate almost entirely on a catch
and release basis, constantly
striving to improve fish handling
practices to optimise fish survival
rates.
Custodians of the Waters: Modern
recreational anglers see themselves
as custodians of the waters and
true conservationists. Program
participant East Coast Angling is
a member of the Reef Guardians
program that demonstrates a
hands-on, community-based
approach can make a real
difference to the health and
resilience of the Reef.
Fish for Life: Recreational anglers
across Australia have a vested
interest in preserving fish stocks
and aquatic environments. This is
reflected in the day-to-day activities
of Tourism Australia’s partners in
the Great Fishing Adventures of
Australia (GFAoA) program.
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Catch Limits: Regulations stipulate
how many fish of each species can
be kept, what size they need to
be, and what equipment or fishing
methods can be used to catch
them. Many Australian anglers also
set their own personal limits with
some opting to release every fish
they catch.

Australian fish tagging and tracking
programs include NSW Game Fish
Tagging Program, Suntag database
and Tuna Champions program.

Driftwater, Deloraine, Tasmania

THE DREAMTIME DOZEN
Australia’s Dreamtime Dozen includes some of the most exciting
sport fishing target species or groups of fish. With over 4,000
species on offer, this is by no means a thorough catalogue of
everything on offer to the visiting angler but these 12 certainly
make a great starting point.
Barramundi, Northern Territory
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YE L LOW TA I L K I N G F I S H
Renowned amongst anglers all over
the world for their incredible power
and stamina, yellowtail kingfish are
seasonally abundant in many Australian
waters, particularly along our south
eastern and southern coastlines
from New South Wales around to the
southern coast of Western Australia,
where they often flourish alongside
their less well-known but fittingly
named cousins: the Samson fish.
The best months to bag kingfish are
February to April.

TUNA
Australian waters boast healthy stocks
of several species of tuna, including
yellowfin, longtail, bigeye, dogtooth
and albacore, many of them occurring
at trophy sizes. The largest tuna tend
to be found in our temperate, southern
waters, including South Australia,
Victoria and Tasmania. Vast shoals of
smaller longtail and kawa-kawa tuna
also provide impressive angling for fly
and lure fishers in the tropical north.
The best months for tuna are
March to May.

MA C K E R E L
Several species of tropical and
sub-tropical mackerel are prolific in
Australia’s northern waters. Foremost
amongst these is the narrow-barred
Spanish mackerel, a close relative of
the king mackerel. These sharp-toothed
predators are a prized catch around
the top of the nation, from southern
Queensland to the mid-coast of Western
Australia. Readily available, they can be
caught all year, but are often at their
best through the cooler winter or dry
season months.

S WO R D F I S H
Australia is one of the most reliable
destinations on earth for catching
broadbill swordfish – game fishing’s
greatest prize. “Deep dropping” baits
that sink into the depths during daylight
hours are producing exciting numbers
of swords from southern Queensland to
Tasmania, with many reaching recordbreaking sizes.
G I A N T BL A C K MAR L I N
Australia has the world’s most
reliable big black marlin fishing. From
September until early December each
year, giant black marlin (including many
“granders” in excess of a thousand
pounds) gather in large numbers along
the outer edge of the Great Barrier Reef
between Cairns and Lizard Island, in far
northern Queensland.

Marlin, Far North Sports Fishing, Queensland

BLUE, BL ACK AND STRIPED MARLIN
From Brisbane in Queensland to the far
south coast of New South Wales, as well
as off the west coast around Exmouth
in Western Australia, large numbers of
striped, black and blue marlin follow
bait fish schools during the warmer
months (best months are February
and March), providing an exceptional
standard of game fishing.
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BAR R AM U N D I
These giant perch live in both fresh and
saltwater in our tropical north including
the Kimberley region in Western
Australia, across the Northern Territory
and northern Queensland. They can
grow to lengths of 1.4 metres (over 55
inches) and weigh more than 40 kilos
(90 pounds). They’re an internationally
renowned sport fish, taking bait with
an explosive strike, gill-rattling jumps
and fast, powerful runs. They are biting
all year, but the peak season is March
and April.

Spanish Mackerel, Western Australia

Golden Trevally,
Hervey Bay Fly & Sportfishing, Queensland

G I AN T T R E VA L LY
“GTs”, as they’re widely known these days, are
the bullies and thugs of the fish world. The way
these mega jacks take to a bouncing “surface
popper” lure before powering away into the
depths is famous around the globe. The thrill of
such encounters attracts keen anglers from far
and wide to Australia’s tropical north, as well
coral or rocky reefs across the Top End from
Western Australia to the Queensland coast,
where big GTs abound.
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SNAPPER AND SOUTHERN
REEF FISH
Australia’s beautiful pink snapper or squirefish
is a prize catch right around the southern half
of Australia, and a highly valued table fish with
delicious white meat. It shares its southern
waters with a host of similarly hard-fighting
and tasty prizes, including the Bight redfish,
queen snapper or blue morwong and the West
Australian dhufish: arguably the most delectable
of them all. While some states allow fishing yearround, there are some closed seasons in states
such as Western Australia and South Australia.
M U R R AY CO D
One of the four largest freshwater fish on earth,
Murray cod have been recorded to lengths of
almost 2 metres (6 feet) and weights close to
100 kilos (200 pounds). These bucket-mouthed
predators look for all the world like a freshwater
grouper, and will happily dine on ducks, lizards
and snakes that make the mistake of venturing
into their home patch. Not surprisingly, Murray
cod represent an exciting and unique freshwater
fishing target. The best months to catch them
are March and April.

Queensland Groper, Dhipirri,
Northern Territory

K I N G G EO R G E W H I T I N G
In most parts of the world, members of the
Silago genus, better known as whiting, are tiny
yet keenly sought prizes, valued for their tasty
flesh and the challenge of hooking them on fine
tackle. However, in the shallow, inshore waters of
Victoria, South Australia and southern Western
Australia lurk the true giants of the whiting
clan: the aptly named King George. Capable
of exceeding 60 centimetres (24 inches) and
two kilos (4 pounds), the King George or “KG”
is a special fish that attract the international
following it deserves. March and April are the
best months to catch a KG.

Trout, RiverFly 1864, Tasmaina

B R O W N , R A I N B O W AN D
BROOK TROUT
Trout were first introduced to Australian waters
during the 1860s and they thrived in their new
home. Today brown and rainbow trout occur
in good numbers in cooler parts of Australia
with reliable fishing found in Tasmania, New
South Wales, Victoria and the Australian Capital
Territory. Smaller populations of brook trout – as
well as some land-locked Atlantic and Chinook
(quinnat) salmon – also found in a few isolated
pockets. The very best Australian trout action
occurs in Tasmania and the higher altitude areas
of Victoria, New South Wales and the Australian
Capital Territory.
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P E R M I T , B O N E F I S H AN D G O L D E N
T R E VA L LY
These are the hallowed “big three” of inshore
flats fishing. While abundant, the Indo-Pacific
permit (referred to locally as oyster cracker or
pumpkin head), is just as tough to catch as its
Atlantic and Caribbean cousins, and equally
celebrated. While golden trevally and permit
are wide-spread around the north of Australia,
bonefish are only caught in a few specific
pockets (especially near Exmouth in Western
Australia), but are also held in high esteem. All
three of these fish are generally easiest to find
in August and September.

Permit, Cape York, Queensland

Seasonal Fishing Calendar
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

BARRAMUNDI
North Queensland, Northern Territory,
North-Western Australia
GIANT BLACK MARLIN
Great Barrier Reef,
Queensland
BLUE, BLACK AND STRIPED MARLIN
East Coast from the Gold Coast in Queensland to
Eden in New South Wales
BLUE, BLACK AND STRIPED MARLIN AND
SAILFISH
Exmouth, Western Australia
SWORDFISH
New South Wales, Victoria
and Tasmania
BIG TUNA
New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia, and Tasmania
YELLOWTAIL KINGFISH
New South Wales, Victoria
and South Australia
GIANT TREVALLY
North Queensland, Northern Territory and
North-Western Australia
NARROW-BAR MACKEREL
Queensland, Northern Territory,
North-Western Australia
PERMIT, BONEFISH AND GOLDEN TREVALLY
Queensland, Northern Territory
and Western Australia
SNAPPER AND SOUTHERN REEF FISH
Victoria, South Australia
and South-Western Australia
36
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KING GEORGE WHITING
Victoria, South Australia
and South-Western Australia
BROWN, BROOK AND RAINBOW TROUT
Tasmania, Victoria, New South Wales
and Australian Capital Territory
MURRAY COD
New South Wales and Victoria

Key: more fish = more

Please note: The above is a guide only. Australia has amazing fishing experiences all year
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Hervey Bay Fly and Sport Fishing, Hervey Bay, Queensland

RiverFly 1864, Tasmania

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
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W H AT F I S H D O A U S T R A L I A N S
L I K E TO C ATC H ?
It depends on where they live, but the
more readily available saltwater table
fish such as snapper, whiting, flathead
and bream are incredibly popular and
keenly sought-after. Close to one in
four Australians casts a line each year,
and the country boasts the highest
per capita boat ownership rate on the
planet. With a population of less than
24 million people scattered across 7.7
million square kilometres (almost 3
million square miles), there’s still plenty
of water (and fish) left for visitors.

But because Australia spans such
a massive range of climates and
ecosystems, variety is the key. Trout to
tuna, mackerel to marlin: we really do
have it all.

W I L L I N E E D TO B R I N G M Y O W N
F I S H I N G TA C K L E?
Most operators provide quality fishing
tackle specifically suited to their
location and target species, usually on
a “pay-for-if-lost” basis. However, if
you have a favourite rod and reel, or
a specialist outfit (such as fly-casting
gear), by all means bring it along.
Remember to check the baggage and
security restrictions of your chosen
airline before packing.

W H E N ’ S T H E BES T T I M E O F YE A R
TO V I S I T ?
It depends on what fish you want to
chase. Don’t forget that Australia’s
seasons are opposite to the northern
hemisphere. Christmas falls in the heat
of summer and July is the middle of
winter. The tropical north has a rainy
season that extends from December
through February. Some of the best
fishing for many species takes place in
the more settled and mild “shoulder”
periods: September to November and
March through May. But talk to your
chosen guide, lodge operator or charter
skipper to get the rundown.

C A N I BU Y F I S H I N G TA C K L E I N
A U S T R A L I A?
Absolutely. All Australian cities and
most major towns and regional centres
boast one or more well-stocked
specialist fishing tackle stores. Their
product ranges and prices are roughly
comparable with those offered in North
America, Europe and Asia. Your guide
or charter operator will most likely
recommend a preferred retail outlet. If
you wish to shop, ensure that there’s
time available within your schedule
that matches our shop opening hours
(generally 9am-5pm weekdays,
with varying hours on weekends and
public holidays).

W H AT A B O U T L I C E N C ES AN D
P E R M I TS?
Australian sport fishing remains
relatively unrestricted, especially when
compared to many other countries.
Queensland, South Australia and the
Northern Territory don’t even require
you to hold a fishing licence. In New
South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, the
Australian Capital Territory, Western
Australia, licences are not expensive,
and visiting, non-resident anglers pay
exactly the same fees as the locals.
There are restrictions, however, on the
number of fish and the size, depending
on the species. Your guide will have
all the information you need. In
many cases, they will take care of the
paperwork before you arrive. care of the
paperwork before you arrive
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W H AT AR E AU S T R A L I A’ S
P R E M I E R “H E R O F I S H ” ?
That’s a tough one because Australia
has so many. However any short list
of Australian angling icons would have
to include the barramundi (a silverplated bass on steroids), the mighty
Murray cod (a freshwater grouper that
can grow as long as 1.8 metres (6 feet)
and weigh up to 100 kilograms (200
pounds), abundant giant black marlin
that gather each southern spring along
the Great Barrier Reef, and also unique
oddities like the freshwater saratoga (a
living fossil related to South America’s
arapaima).

ZULU.
Ocean Alliance©
HeliFish, Darwin, Northern Territory

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE
W E AT H E R
Australia’s climate, and the fact that it
is the driest continent on earth, makes
it a fabulous holiday destination all year
round whatever you’re planning to do.
In the Australian winter you can ski
in the southern states one day and be
diving in the balmy waters of the Great
Barrier Reef the next. Such temperate
conditions make al fresco dining, days
on the beach, outdoor barbecues, and a
huge variety of sports a way of life here.
Australia’s seasons are the opposite to
those of the Northern Hemisphere.
CURRENCY
The Australian currency is decimal,
with the dollar as the basic unit. Notes
come in $100, $50, $20, $10 and $5
denominations. Coins come in 5c, 10c,
20c, 50c, $1 and $2 denominations.
Exchange facilities are available at
international airports and changing
foreign currency or traveller’s cheques
can be done at most banks.
The most commonly accepted credit
cards are Visa, MasterCard, American
Express and their affiliates.
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Markets such as Salamanca in Hobart,
Mindil Sunset Markets in Darwin,
Adelaide’s Central Market, Queen
Victoria Market in Melbourne, The Rocks
in Sydney, Fremantle Markets in Perth
and Riverside in Brisbane are good
places to shop for local arts, crafts,
souvenirs, clothing and fresh fruits
and vegetables.

S U R F AN D W AT E R S A F E T Y
Popular beaches are usually patrolled
by volunteer lifesavers from October to
April. Always swim at patrolled beaches
between the red and yellow flags which
mark the safest area for swimming.
L A N GUA G E
Australia’s national language is English.
However, being a multicultural nation,
with a significant migrant population,
we also enjoy a tremendous diversity of
languages and cultures.

T I M E ZO N ES
Australia has three time zones; Eastern
Standard Time (EST) for the Eastern
States, Central Standard Time (CST)
for the Northern Territory and South
Australia and Western Standard Time
(WST) for Western Australia. CST is half
an hour behind EST and WST is two
hours behind EST.

T I P P I N G A N D BA R GA I N I N G
When it comes to tipping, service
charges are not added to accounts by
hotels and restaurants. In up-market
restaurants, it is usual to tip waiters
up to 10 per cent of the bill for good
service. At any time, tipping is your
choice. Bargaining is not the general
custom in Australia.
H E A LT H
You will encounter few health hazards
when travelling in any part of Australia.
Standards of hygiene are high and
it is safe to drink tap water in most
Australian towns.
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G O O D S AN D S E RV I C ES TA X
Australia has a Goods and Services Tax
(GST) of 10 per cent. You may be able to
claim a refund of the GST paid on goods
bought here if you have spent A$300 or
more in one store, no more than
30 days before departing Australia.
Tourist Refund Scheme facilities are
located in the departure areas of
international terminals.

SHOPPING
Large department stores, arcades,
malls, gift and souvenir shops, fashion
boutiques and specialty stores are
abound in Australia. Good buys include
quality Australian opals and other
precious or semi-precious stones,
pearls, sheepskins and leather goods,
Aboriginal crafts and paintings.

Groote Eylandt Sports Fishing, Groote Eylandt, Northern Territory

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCES
OF AUSTRALIA
Today’s discerning international traveller is seeking out travel
destinations that deliver unique and authentic experiences which
tap into their passion points.
To help fulfil this need, Tourism Australia has partnered with
industry collectives to develop Signature Experiences of Australia
- a program which packages and promotes Australia’s outstanding
tourism experiences within a variety of niche areas and special
interest categories.
The program focuses on shifting perceptions of Australia by
broadening the view of what it has to offer and in doing so,
generates demand by highlighting experiences that have been
carefully designed to capture the imagination of travellers around
the world.
What sets these experiences apart is their connection to the
diverse natural landscapes of Australia. They invite visitors to
discover, learn and connect with Australia. Engaging travellers
in memorable activities that are deeply personal and they make
connections on an emotional, physical, spiritual and social level.

MEDIA CONTACTS
Tourism Australia
Global PR team
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T: +61 2 9360 1111
E: Internationalmedia@tourism.australia.com
Tourism.australia.com
Australia.com
Hervey Bay Fly and Sport Fishing, Hervey Bay, Queensland

A collection of independent fishing operators
offering unforgettable experiences in Australia’s
most inspiring and extraordinary locations.

australia.com/fishing
tourism.australia.com/fishing
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